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                    Welcome to VA Smiles

                
                
                    At VA Smiles, we do more than fix teeth; we strive to create a lasting relationship — based on respect, compassion, and empathy — with each patient while helping people to achieve their best smile!


Ours is a comprehensive oral healthcare practice that provides advanced, painless care to children, teens, adults, and seniors. By listening to you, learning your desires and concerns, and encouraging your full participation in care, we ensure positive, fruitful visits that will keep you smiling.


We have multiple dentists and oral healthcare specialists in our practice: Drs. Ahmadiyar, Perez, Yousefi, and Niroumand are our general dentists, Dr. Shinwari our oral surgeon, Dr. Motamedi our periodontist, Dr. Alhussain and Dr. Neishaboory our orthodontists.


Because we offer a full range of family-friendly dental care, you don’t need to worry about coordinating between multiple practices to keep your mouth healthy. Instead, we’re able to handle everything, so all your care happens right here, with doctors and a team you know and trust.


Among the care we offer:


	Dental exams, cleanings, and fillings for all ages
	Laser, sports, and sedation dentistry
	Emergency dental care and treatment for traumatic dental injuries
	Cosmetic dentistry, Cerinate™ and Lumineers® veneers
	Opalescence® and Philips Zoom! whitening
	Orthodontics and Invisalign® clear aligners
	Dental implants, full-mouth reconstruction, and oral and maxillofacial surgery
	Prosthodontics, including bridges, crowns, and dentures
	Endodontic surgery, therapy, and retreatment (root canals)



VA Smiles offers four locations and appointments six days a week to make your experience as convenient as possible. Contact our Fredericksburg, North Fredericksburg, or Stafford, VA office to schedule an appointment.


It will be our honor to help you achieve optimal oral health and a smile you love, while becoming your friends in the process. Call today!

                                    

            

        

        
        
        
    





 
     
    
        
            Patient Testimonials

            	"The staff is super friendly! We felt comfortable the entire visit. They were all great with my kids' endless questions!"~ Brittany P.
	"The staff is always so friendly. I would definitely recommend this office to my friends, family, and colleagues!"~ Doris F. 
	"My Hygienist, Mr. Eric, made my visit very pleasant. He knows how to make the patient comfortable and not in a lot of pain when doing their teeth."~ Tracy B.
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						Fredericksburg
						10608 Leavells Rd

						Fredericksburg, VA
					
					(540) 710-6000 
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						North Fredericksburg
						201 Park Hill Dr

						Fredericksburg, VA
					
					(540) 368-2273 
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							Stafford
							385 Garrisonville Rd #108

							Stafford, VA
						
						(540) 657-7645 
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